
CALLING YOUR BLUE FLAME ANGELS TO YOU

Before you undertake calling your Blue Flame Angels to you, undertake the Blessing of
the Blue Sword meditation.  Then, go to a sacred place, physically, or in your heart and mind.
As you stand there, call forth your I AM presence to place a tube of electronic white light around
you.  Call forth Saint Germain to activate the spiraling ascended master blue flame.  Call forth
the spiraling blue flame of Archangel Michael.  Face any direction.

See yourself in the middle of a square.   Two arms’ length in front of you and off to each
side, positioned at the front two corners of the square now around you, are two Angels of the
Blue Flame.  Similarly, to the back of you, two arms’ length behind and positioned at each
corner, are two more Angels of the Blue Flame.  These four Angels of the Blue Flame stand with
you, all five of you facing the same direction.

Call me, Archangel Michael, and ask, in your mind, for me to enclose you with my
protective light.  Think of me as a giant being eighty feel tall, enclosing all five of you.  Now,
visualize for a minute these two great spiraling blue flames blazing up through the angels and
yourself.  These are your four Warrior Angels and they are with you forever.  You do not have to
recognize them or see them, or know their names.  But know this, dear one, they are there!!

Working with your angels.  Your angels will go wherever you send them to serve, as you
request any good things for yourself, or for others.  Send your angels to assist those people who
are in chagrin, who are in harm’s way, send them to those who do not yet know how to protect
themselves.  Share with them information concerning Warrior Angels, and encourage them to
acquaint themselves with their own Angelic Four.  If you desire something in your world to be
manifested, ask your heart.  If the answer from your heart is “yes, it is constructive for my
growth,” then send an angel to bring you this in your greatest good.  If you require abundance,
send an angel out to clear the path.  Angels will go ahead of you and move things around so that
you are protected, if they know where you are going, for you are the will.  Say, “Dear Angel, I
am going here today.  Please clear the way and bring all that is perfect into my world.”  One will
go ahead of you and be with other angels that are also there, for there are many upon this planet.
Angels have less opportunity to assist you until they are asked, dear one; then, they become fully
empowered. 


